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Why Flying Less?
GHG Emissions Radiative Forcing

Air Travellers Each Year Share of Aviation GHGs from 1% richest

Sources: Lee at al., 2021; Gössling & Humpe, 2020; Nielsen et al. 2021 





Collective-Scale Action on Aviation Emissions is NOT WORKING!
• 65%+ of aviation (International Aviation) is not subject to National GHG accounting.

• ??% of aviation private jet firms evade national fuel efficiency/carbon pricing/regulations. 

• Deeply flawed and hollow International Agreement (CORSIA).

• Tremendous amount of corporate greenwashing and reliance on flawed offsets.

• An energy demand growth problem (example: electrifying all shorthaul flights).



• Choice Editing
• Carbon Rationing
• Sufficiency Approach to Policy Design





Different types of Individual climate actions

Civic Actions (vote, protest, advocate, petition, letter write, run for office)

Social Actions (communicate, storytell, educate, promote, innovate, donate)

Withdraw consumption (cut back/reduce, boycott, energy save, re-use, repair)

Green consumption (invest, buy greener options, targeted divestment campaigns)





Working towards new norms…

An individual 
scholar 
chooses not 
to fly to an 
academic 
conference.

A scholar 
compels other 
colleagues not 
to fly.

An individual gets 
their school to 
sign a flying less 
pledge.

An academic 
discipline’s major 
conference goes 
virtual.

Academic 
institutions start re-
valuing virtual 
conferencing in T&P 
assessments. 
Research funding 
bodies start 
questioning flight 
budgets when there 
are viable virtual 
alternatives.

New norms 
emerge across 
academia 
regarding work-
related travel.



Norm Diffusion

Frantz & Pigozzi, 2018



The Limits of 
Norm 
Diffusion

• Many environmental norms tabled fall by the wayside before 

becoming institutionalized, particularly “when economic 

stakes are high, solutions are complex and costly, authority is 

fragmented across jurisdictions and corporate resistance is 

strong” (Dauvergne 2018).

• Norm Subsidiarity (Acharya 2011): “the process whereby local 

actors create rules with a view to preserve their autonomy 

from dominance, neglect, violation, or abuse by a more 

powerful central actor.” 

• Norms are rarely universal (there are often outliers); they 

can be part of a neo-colonial process, and subject to 

contestation.



Who Are New Norms For Exactly?

“We have emphasised the need to re-think scale. We suggest that 
deeper scaling needs to be transformative, from the individual to the 

systemic level and back again, geared towards addressing the root 
causes of our predicament. Because ‘shallow’ and ‘deep’ scaling will, 

in practice, operate concurrently within and across societies over 
time, spiral scaling seeks to enhance the feedbacks between the two: 

moving from a linear understanding of scaling, towards multiple 
transformations across diverse contexts in an upward-moving, ‘spiral 

of sustainability’” (Newell et al. 2021).

“The richest 1 per cent would need to reduce their current emissions 
by at least a factor of 30, while per capita emissions of the poorest 50 

per cent could increase by around three times their current levels on 
average” (UN Emissions Gap Report 2020).

Out of the consumption domains considered, nutrition, housing, and 
mobility tend to have the largest impact (approximately 75%) on total 

lifestyle carbon footprints, and these areas therefore offer high 
potential for impactful 34 intervention (1.5 Degree Lifestyles 2019).



Spiral Scaling Action on Aviation Emissions

Global scale cooperation & agreements to cap and 
reduce aviation emissions

Regulatory action to cap and reduce 
emissions from aviation sector

Changes in norms & common practices across aviation-
dependent  sectors (hospitality & tourism).

Movement seeks to mobilize and form 
coalitions outside of academia

Changes in expectations & 
norms across academia

Collaborative Efforts to Reduce Flying 
(Petitions, Like-minded groups)

Individuals Flying Less

A Commons Tragedy: Other sectors and 
countries will exploit newly-opened commercial 
opportunities.

Neoliberal Diversion: This approach just reifies 
market relations and green consumption.

Counterproductive: Withdrawing patronage starves 
sector of income required for transition.

Missing Forest for Trees: Too focused on its own sectoral 
community, letting bulk of problem off the hook.

Aeromobility Inequity: Some can ‘afford’ not to fly. 
Many scholars feel it’s a ‘requirement’.

Material Insignificance: This is just a drop in the 
bucket as far as global emissions go.



“The ‘spiral model’…  envisages an iterative, reciprocal 
and reflexive social learning approach, and responds 

to the need to move away from linear and even circular 
understandings of scaling, towards multiple, deep, but 

differentiated transformations in the form of axial 
behaviour and systems change across diverse 

contexts, conceptualised as an upward-moving vortex 
or ‘spiral of sustainability’” (Newell et al. 2021).


